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Abstract---This exploration's center target is to comprehend the ramifications of specialized data to improve HR for organizations in Indonesia. Thus, we gathered information from challenged distributions from 2010 to 2021. After the information was gathered, we investigated it with a phenomenological approach so that responses to the examination were gotten with legitimate and reliable standards. Before we can get to the discoveries of the current information, we should comprehend the inquiries; in the information examination measure, we included coding, top to bottom assessment, and summing up the information discoveries. We focus on optional information with a subjective enlightening methodology with as much direction as information from Google students, ERIC distributions, Google Docs, and different sources. Specialists join our investigation manage to check on innovation studies and applications in maternity care social examinations. In light of the information and discoveries, we presume that the associations we contemplated decided to apply and change innovation in birthing assistants to improve HR's dependence on the standards of utility, accommodation, proficiency, and profitability of the actual innovation.
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Introduction

The implications of digital transformation in human resource development in Indonesia's business functions are the most exciting issues to study (Fenech et al., 2019; Kosasih, 2019). Therefore, this issue is significant to be studied to gain new understanding and knowledge for many groups; business people, policymaking, and Reis et al. (2018) predict that the study of digital transformation will be a guide for many business drivers and efforts to strengthen human resources in business. Because business digitization is a course that has become a trend in all sectors of human life, the business sector is not left behind, and increasing human resources to support business practices will reform all forms of business in the modern business era. For business practitioners and decision-making circles, digitalization in the business world is a new technological transformation that functions to create a sophisticated approach to business activities and effective HR.

Gupta et al. (2020) analyze digital trends that are now becoming models and insights in getting the way businesses are run with new systems and methods in achieving business profit goals. So, connecting to the above idea, digitalization is also something cutting-edge strategies in business creation and useful experiences for
customers to meet their needs. This technology is capable of supporting business activities and operational HR (Westerman et al., 2014; Loebbecke & Picot, 2015; Dalenogare et al., 2018; Putra et al., 2020). Digital applications are not just brands but are a way to transform how business practices work to achieve profit and sustainability. There is anything that when we talk about digital applications, we have to consider the function of technology, how do this functions, how digital does function for human businesses, and how digital transformation brings happiness to customers? How businesses practice change in the process, how businesses look for new models, and how businesses can reach the stock market or traditional market and go to the high tech market. How can a business get into social media marketing, and how can it be assisted by digital, which becomes an automatic operation? How can business be assessed as a solution even by all business drivers operated with automated data? (Parviainen et al., 2017).

The question of how to run a business that adapts to digital trends is so potential one. Maybe business people should think about what they can do to build a successful digital business (Harmon & Trends, 2010). So, first of all, as business people, they must build strong entrepreneurs. It means that as a businessman, there must be an entrepreneurial mindset and high enthusiasm. It must have a managerial spirit to organize sustainable resources and have a leadership spirit that functions incorrectly in business practices. So with the help of digital business tools, it will function in best practices. Then build a robust digital strategy so that all potential and opportunities can run optimally and understand how the business continues—other things like how to require a business that is supported by digital. Schwertner (2017) is a business model in the advanced era by incorporating digital to transform a profitable business. Next, make the final step to building a profitable business using or supported by digital transformation. Along with building a business that is supported by online or digital applications, business people also have two things; how a business strategy in order to win the competition in the global market in global customer demand and how business is not only concerned with profit but is sustainable to create a good business climate and create a healthy strategy.

So when using digital applications, this strategy means that business people must think about technology by transforming them to be successful in business practices, how technology can create new competitiveness in products and services. Palmer & Flanagan (2016) said that sustainable business through looking at goals for business people, customers, and the environment Businessmen could bring a strong image in products or processing and then how strategy can drive, direct and manage the business to create more profits and more profit as a result of technological transformation. Likewise, they also think about things as tactics to play. So that is how to achieve profitable business goals and sustainable stopping (Scott, 2017; Baum, 2015; Cardon & Stevens, 2004).

Mazzone (2014) notes that every business must think about using digital or die. He sees today's business can turn into a profitable one when digital exists. When it comes to digital chains, digital must be able to change the business to find its purpose, so before that, business people must understand how and what digital is, for example, when we think about digital change business practices. We have digital tools to incorporate artificial intelligence into business practices, how human resources in business activities can support and can help use technology to support operations so that digital transformation can support seller products and services at once (Morkunas et al., 2019; Montecchi et al., 2019). One of the business customers can be provided, for example, how customers can interpret business online so that how the technology applied by the business can save customers either in time or finances or energy or vice versa safely. So, the transformation is so effective in business operations that sales businesses consider using digital to transform marketing, for example, how they support customers, how these details can support business strategy, and help companies make decisions, and improve overall business operations (Gibler & Lindholm, 2012; Chen et al., 2004; Miles & Snow, 1984).

So when we talk about business in the era of intense competition, we have to think about how technology can support operations to produce products and handle services with quality human resources, then the idea of technology adoption must be considered. Krasnov et al. (2019) are very precise when updating digital communication modeling, promoting all products and services to be prioritized essential. Otherwise, consumers will leave. Likewise how technology applications can support the factors of product marketing and market evaluation functions. Another part of the promo or digital marketing we have to think about how digital can support such as social media marketing platforms is very very useful how we can hire such as marketing systems that involve role models or influencers, how to create correct addresses such as email or how people can market (Bhanot, 2012). When we do advertisements, we have to do what content is relevant for the business and then how the possible customer search where we are and how they can communicate and conduct the transaction, how they can conduct like payment effectively using the digital approach and yeah making sure when there is a marketing product that is a payment that is will be a goal profitable.

In another aspect, when we say technology and transformation in business, we must train human resources in the coming years how businesses have integrated business applications. However, the lack of human resources who are
behind the technology is useless. So, they can take digital benefits to transform services and business operations in a country that is currently forward (Cascio, 2015; Malik, 2019; Schuler, 1992; Thakur, 1999). Because online technology is possible to support businesses owned by artificial intelligence machines that are trending in the business world that are supported by automated robots to optimize business productivity. Tambe et al. (2019) said that the artificial intelligence aspect is excellent if supported by well-organized human resources to produce management ready to face the company's challenges and future glory. Using computers can be done according to practical business, all of which support digital transformation as it will last for many years to come in any business (Komninos, 2006). When we talk about things or transformations, there will be like how we can change how we can translate how we can move, or we can reflex how we can like rotating and deleting things circle so that is how we do it so how can we implement one of the four types of transformation in business practices in the coming year (Lewandowski, 2016).

So when we think about transformation in business, we also have to consider the adequate number of human resources or operational methods that must be followed. Briscoe (2004) agrees that reliable HR in an increasingly globalized and flexible business in HR management should become a policy and best practice for companies to go the global enterprise. For example, digital transformation involves machines in business practices. Business people must think like standing on the customer's side or client first (Bratton & Gold, 2017). Whatever we apply in business, the manager must think about what the value is for the customer, what is the value for us, what is the value of balance because a healthy business is not only looking for what we call benefits for us in the form of monetary gain but also suitable for customers, both for employees and even good for the environment. So keep balance and continuity. Then business people must consider how the culture in the organization is healthy using technology. But to think about how it functions in an organization or business operations and then we have to consider such as business management which is supported by sufficient human resources which are continuously trained and skilled (Noe et al., 2017).

How digital information applications can support management changes to be great or better can also impact functional literacy changes. Then the business must consider what technology is relevant or not. DiPietro & Wang (2010) noted that a fundamental problem in applying technology incorporate businesses is the positive impact and implications for business governance that are not pleasing to consumers. Then we must be able to integrate or balance the business approach. Then how about excellent service to customers. Businesses must see during business translation time and how things that impact the application of technology in logistics and supply systems change during operations so that they all face digital chains and transformation. So that it can ensure the business runs smoothly to achieve its goals. Now business people turn to digital transformation and human resource development; Digital change can transform organizational processes into automated databases with technology support through digital transformation. Tarabasz et al. (2018) suggest that digital transformation trends become smart solutions when business people want to reach as many potential customers as possible. The technological transformation will not be successful if the human business resources do not have the right digital insights and trends.

A system used in an organization is not only to achieve goals that look good and luxurious, but any system to get success. Schuler & Jackson (2014). Then what is a digital chain is a successful human resource with technology without the support of HR remains a target. Consolidation of superhuman resources is essential so that technological means can function to achieve the final goal, useful for many parties. As a technology, it can offer data to support HR management's optimization function (Westerman et al., 2014). How does management function well in an organization to benefit from an applied system. So payroll and development are essential so that the company's inability to provide rewards. For example, how HR recruits or cuts contracts, then all of that is responsible to HR who can support technology and transformation so that in the future there is no manual so everything must be automated and the database is inadequate technology with measurable leanings (Drew et al., 2016).

According to Ismail et al. (2017) transformation efforts in digital business strategy will change the way companies operate. The question is, can digital technology transform and bring resources and resources into viable practice. Technology support will not stop business transformation so that business people understand better the digital changes in human resources that are useful in practice and increase the capacity of company development. The main problem is the impact of the transformation of technology into human resources in business. Digital technology can optimize small functions. It can help make the transformation and regular transactions too and make progress today and again, digital can improve management and then can make system improvements if supported by technology (Westerman et al., 2014).

Kavanagh & Johnson (2017) companies in the technology era cannot avoid information-based work in improving their human resources. At least the technology is in the basics of the application to efficiently face the challenges of the future direction of competition challenges. Because it is clear here where technology can support business
functions that can be adopted to improve human resource management, such as digital technology platforms to manage new staff recruitment, promote staff, choose technology can also contact management in supporting the HR capacity building section. Technology is also capable of planning, such as obtaining benefits and support from human resource information systems through analytical inability. Moreover, human resources and heavy work are supported by technology, for example, in day-to-day handling administration, such as formulating company policies, recruiting new employees and old employees. The workplace and other organizational functions are HR duties relevant to digital transformation management best practices (Tyson, 2014).

When we adopt technology in business, we must know what functions can be done by adopting this technology (Hsu et al., 2014). So that with the public's understanding of information technology, we can make many innovations in business practice, with useful technological innovations. Of course, it will increase the data, making the process work faster and speed up data distribution. Then innovation also brings a profitable business to run successfully, and also innovation can provide added value that allows quality and, of course, the relativity booster system. When talking about financial improvements and the economic sector, there are many financial functions, for example, how purchases can be made very quickly (Remund, 2010). How can finance be productive, how contributions can give precisely where accounting is in the economy, how personnel or human resources can achieve as a management function, how we can utilize flat tools and people in economic management, and how money can be managed and profitable futures and manageable. When does business technology think less logic think about how software can perceive. How technology can handle good communication by using a smartphone with a system, how can it trust the accounting system, and how it can do it in logistics and inventory so that it does all the wrong things when doing business work (Vermesan & Friess, 2013).

Business in Indonesia

Before this technology-based business study goes any further, we will briefly describe a typical business understanding. Understanding technological transformation in the Indonesian business environment certainly has differences with business conditions in other places (Capnary et al., 2018). According to our observations, changes in business practices assisted by digital technology have also colored business practices in Indonesia, especially technology adoption at the primary level. The increasing trend of computerized innovation to all business areas in the country generally changes business insight and orientation of both business people and consumers (Hotho & Champion, 2011). The perspective of working and delivering incentives to clients is characteristic of the advanced era of business. Researchers believe that changes in the application of technology to business practices will impact every field of business. Moreover, what will happen to business culture in an era of technological change? The answer is to present technology to transform consumer services and business actors' HR governance more precisely (Fountain, 2004).

Furthermore, when thinking about digitalization efforts in business activities, we must consider the following points. Understanding business culture in Indonesia is indeed a broad theme to study (Campbell et al., 2015). We also need to limit it to limited study themes. In this article, we will discuss ways to adapt technology to business in Indonesia. Because the province's area from west Aceh to eastern Papua, Indonesia is the most dominant with a very heterogeneous culture, so that it has an impact on the way business is run. This condition refers to the many fields that can be implemented in Indonesia, which have a very high consumption culture. For example, how life and business are mixed from unique old traditions with various foreign influences from technology, business is slowly formed (Haron, 2016).

As we have explained above, changes in advanced technology will impact all fields, especially how doing business involves applying the latest technology (Joseph, 2016). We will focus on technology trends that spread to business people, especially HR innovation efforts. Nowadays, it is not comfortable to sell goods without technology, even without technology, even if the basics are still the business will be left out of consumers' reach. Selling almost every product and service is a new and useful way and model that expresses consumer society's condition and readiness towards modernity of industrial and economic business (Jeong et al., 2017).

With the characteristics of superior products, Indonesia will still be able to compete. Likewise, consumers will demand good marketing by adopting technology as a practical strategy. There are indeed many ways, but digital technology applications will be the newest choice in Indonesia. Admittedly all business people think of going there with technological readiness as the circumstances demand. Indonesian young people have a different way of looking at business from the older generation who do not know how to think and act to adopt technology, working business with modern business day methods.
For example, the technology culture lately has tantalized business people, plus a pandemic period, perhaps the most famous in the field of fabric. Almost everyone in Indonesia knows about it. Many online shops sell fake batik at a lower price; people are happy to get it (McKerchar & Evans, 2009). Meanwhile, some people have difficulty making technology to attract the younger generation, and some understand doing business with assisted technology. Some groups argue that if doing business can apply technology to increase human resources, they will progress quickly. When technological innovation develops rapidly, many new corporate organizations will be easily famous, new cultures and individual behaviors change, including doing business and doing transactions. It will also influence social trends, make them easier to market to or even present new models and styles accessible to a broad audience.

This is likely to occur in several other frugal and practical practices (Rosadi & Tahira, 2018). Indeed, no one has consistently and for a while being able to advance in an era of increasingly tight business with rivals. Fortunately, a group of young businesspeople is starting to create innovative marketing products that can meet potential consumers with goods and producers. The young people will try to make marketing accessible to everyone and even more so to potential consumers among nationals. This is what makes it a profitable business when compared to the old approach. Products can be branded but cannot be successful if marketing is only waiting for those who offer conventional means. However, with a new design based on digital technology, it will be even more crowded in the future because information related to HR products and services is already useful. Businesses in Indonesia lack a way of life for new things, but not everyone can get data on designing innovative business practices (Kanter, 2010).

It could be because the cost factor is prohibitive if it involves technology. However, compared to consumers who have to visit every production location, this is not possible, especially now that it is still a pandemic era. To get information about the product, prospective buyers will undoubtedly think of coming manually. So web-based cultural promotion and service business units might be very acceptable if technology could make it easier for all data to be obtained from technology websites. So without technology, not many can hope to rise to compete. The arrangement is to carry out promotions and online transactions for business deals such as data for business people who want to think about it. Currently, it is relatively widely available online (Womack & Jones, 2015).

Of course, business people will build a clothing business civilization if technology adoption can be maximized. Real consumers and business people must provide technology pages to help meet potential consumers with producers through technology handled by reliable human resources committed to advancing. For this research, we will examine the supporting data to get a new understanding of how business in Indonesia can run with the adoption of technology that is covered by excellent HR and business objectives can be maximally achieved. Haseeb et al. (2019) said that the role of social networking had challenged technological change in achieving a sustainable competitive advantage and sustainable business performance.

Method

This study's core objective is to understand the implications of technical information to improve human business resources in Indonesia. For that purpose, we have collected data from publications with opposition from 2010 to 2021. After the data is collected, we then analyze it with a phenomenological approach so that we get an answer to the study with valid and reliable principles. Before we can get the existing data findings, we have to understand the questions; we involve coding, in-depth evaluation, and concluding findings data in the data analysis process. We prioritize secondary data with a descriptive qualitative approach with guidance as much as data from Google scholars, ERIC publications, Google Docs, and other sources. Experts join our study guide in reviewing technology and application studies in midwives' social studies (Ridder, 2014).

Result and Discussion

The implications of technology in improving human resources for business activities in Indonesia were done by Winasis et al. (2020) to transform sustainable technology in the banking business, impacting increasing banking employees. The changes currently taking place in Indonesia's banking industry stem from a fundamental concern for bank organizations. Because the framework and conditions that have been running regularly for a long time must be changed significantly, namely through the application of technology for internal use and customer service, even though this technology has side effects, the advancement of the banking business career still has a direct impact on the psychological condition of the players. The results show that private banks' audit drive that has completed one year of technology development-based changes has a positive proposition for advancing their own banking business.

That is the study of Yuliansyah et al. (2016) who examined how business methods and implementation in various organizations and companies in Indonesia. Their studies prove that more and more associations are laying the
fundamentals of technology-based business operations to believe that technology implementation will help companies create profitable business areas. They want to adopt technology even though it is expensive, assuming that technology can solve the problem by seeing the association's performance increase. Another reason concerns the increasingly globalized business climate and institutional and socio-social environmental issues in Indonesia. Their study found that affiliates have tried basic isomorphism by considering the share of consumer desires and integrated into the adoption of technology with significant value in increasingly digital customer service and demands for enterprise efficiency and superior customer service.

Rahayu & Day (2015) findings on how technology brings business with customers online in several SMEs in developing countries, including Indonesia, was essential. Several SMEs' Web-based business decisions are very appropriate considering that previously the condition of technology had not developed. The current condition shows that many businesses have become advanced and successful because they have adopted the technology. However, to have an alternative to adopting technology, there are many financial sacrifices, namely businesses and associations, including SMEs, which have minimal funding to receive internet service-based businesses. This study relies on an investigation of 292 SMEs in Indonesia and found that the benefits of technological applications such as level of development, owner's imagination, and owner's IT limitations are the main components.

Tambunan & Rosdiana (2020) examine the Indonesian tax office government’s steps to face digital economy taxation challenges. This study combines the viewpoint of constructivism and qualitative examination techniques. Findings were obtained through establishment surveys, documentation studies, and participatory meetings. The latest data shows that from the business point of view, the Indonesian government believes that technology adoption changes are fundamental and potentially supported by efforts to improve customer service through specialist technology applications concerning economic progress entering the advanced era. The study flows in the April 2013 edition of the tax and accounting diary with digitalization efforts.

Meanwhile, in their study, Nurmandi & Kim (2015) made e-work on work in the internal structure of services to achieve decentralization by evaluating three Indonesian metropolitan organizations. The motivation that drives this paper is to examine e-recruitment activities within decentralization in government structures in Indonesia. This evaluation focused on three urban village governments in Indonesia - Yogyakarta City, Tangerang, and Kutai Kartanegara Regency. The main finding of this assessment is that HR is the bottom line that selects the environmental presentation of re-acquiring in the three metropolitan districts. Thus, customer service can be improved after e-receipt becomes part of HR work in the administration environment.

Mardiah & Basri (2013) studied the game plan system to reduce waiting time for outpatients in Indonesia's public clinical facilities. Together, the prolonged treatment program in the outpatient room system followed by a short conversation has long been a difference of opinion. The clinical facility line model uses a single channel multiphase structure. The coating theory is the main instrument to see patients openly holding events for each worker. Implementing an 'accessible expert to come to work' system may appear to reduce expert idle time but results in a high incidence of patient delay. It is hoped that the examination will provide an overview of the critical purpose behind the time frame for patients to undergo clinical care in an outpatient office in one of the public crisis facilities in Indonesia and provide suggestions on the best approach to improving the structure of the plan.

Tambunan & Rosdiana (2020) examine the Indonesian tax office government’s steps to face digital economy taxation challenges. This study combines the viewpoint of constructivism and effective examination techniques. Findings were obtained through establishment surveys, documentation studies, and participatory meetings. The latest data shows that from the business point of view, the Indonesian government believes that technology adoption changes are fundamental and potentially supported by efforts to improve customer service through specialist technology applications concerning economic progress entering the advanced era. The study flows in the April 2013 edition of the tax and accounting diary with digitalization efforts.

Meanwhile, in their study, Nurmandi & Kim (2015) made e-work on work in the internal structure of services to achieve decentralization by evaluating three Indonesian metropolitan organizations. The motivation that drives this paper is to examine e-recruitment activities within decentralization in government structures in Indonesia. This evaluation focused on three urban village governments in Indonesia - Yogyakarta City, Tangerang, and Kutai Kartanegara Regency. The main finding of this assessment is that HR is the bottom line that selects the environmental presentation of re-acquiring in the three metropolitan districts. Thus, customer service can be improved after e-receipt becomes part of HR work in the administration environment.

Mardiah & Basri (2013) studied the game plan system to reduce waiting time for outpatients in Indonesia's public clinical facilities. Together, the prolonged treatment program in the outpatient room system followed by a short conversation has long been a difference of opinion. The clinical facility line model uses a single channel multiphase structure. The coating theory is the main instrument to see patients openly holding events for each worker.
Implementing an 'accessible expert to come to work' system may appear to reduce expert idle time but results in a high incidence of patient delay. It is hoped that the examination will provide an overview of the critical purpose behind the time frame for patients to undergo clinical care in an outpatient office in one of the public crisis facilities in Indonesia and provide suggestions on the best approach to improving the structure of the plan.

Discussion

This section will discuss the findings of this study's data, which aims to understand the implications of digital transformation in human resource development in domestic business practices. To get this understanding, we have reviewed 40 papers and present ten publications that have examined various digital applications and transformation issues in improving human resources and best practice business services from various application contexts.

Based on the above findings data, we can understand that the ten publications have confirmed that the technology application has been able to bring about significant changes in human resources in each organization in internal and consumer services. The majority of industries and organizations' choice to adopt technology and replace humans' role is all due to the principle of the effectiveness of service systems provided by technology in the current competitive era. A study on the effectiveness and technological innovation in public services and strengthening collaboration between organizations were carried out by Eprilianto et al. (2020) with the theme of digital studies of public sector innovation; the point of collaboration effectiveness in implementing digital with innovation. Another finding that successfully discussed the theme of technology implementation in the HR service sector was Rezky et al. (2019), Sudarmo et al. (2021) who understands how the young millennial generation must welcome the era of digital technology and innovation in educational services by improving Indonesia's human resources. Two examples of studies can convince the author of how useful technological transformation is in Indonesia's public service circles.

Most of this study's findings confirm that technological innovation and transformation can be in many application contexts. However, in simple terms, the most critical aspect of technology and innovation is that every innovation always strives to prioritize the principles of benefits and benefits of applying technology in supporting and even delegating people in serving businesses and organizations better. Every day, there are more and more efforts to transform and innovate technology to encourage public services' acceleration by supporting human resources towards best business practices. Because various technology providers with low cost and minimize risk will make technology increasingly inhuman demand in business practice.

These technological applications and innovations include technological innovations such as software and hardware. These can assist people in all business activities such as banking services, education, and other public services. Such a study was also carried out by Rønning et al. (2014) in their study framing innovation in the public sector towards an era of efficiency and productivity as the ultimate goal of every organization and industry. Beyond the above studies, Deichmann et al. (2016) instead examined whether technology transformation would enter the agricultural sector in developing countries. Seeing the trends and public demands, this kind of innovation and transformation will continue to the non-office business sector and jobs such as agriculture and marine.

Conclusion

In this final section, we will summarize the findings and results of this study which aims to understand the implementation of technological transformation in improving and delegating human resources in the business and public service sector in Indonesia. By considering data and reviewing dozens of publications, we can conclude that, on average, organizations that have successfully applied technology and their service environment are due to the effectiveness and productivity of technology in serving the public and internal business itself. Based on the above analysis, application and technology transformation helps increase human resources in various sectors, including banking, education, government organizations, non-government organizations, and other business services. With the changing times, the presence of technology in continuous innovation for efficiency and productivity of the public's business and services can no longer be held back. So this is the era of technology human friends towards civilization and digital.
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